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Abstract
The DOD is developing a Joint Battlespace Infosphere, linking a large number of data
sources and user applications. To assist in this process, debugging and analysis tools are required.
Software debugging is an extremely difficult cognitive process requiring comprehension of the
overall application behavior, along with detailed understanding of specific application
components. This is further complicated with distributed systems by the addition of other
programs, their large size and synchronization issues. Typical debuggers provide inadequate
support for this process, focusing primarily on the details accessible through source code. To
overcome this deficiency, this research links the dynamic program execution state to a Unified
Modeling Language (UML) class diagram that is reverse-engineered from data accessed within
the Java Platform Debug Architecture. This research uses focus + context, graph layout, and color
encoding techniques to enhance the standard UML diagram. These techniques organize and
present objects and events in a manner that facilitates analysis of system behavior. High-level
abstractions commonly used in system design support debugging while maintaining access to
low-level details with an interactive display. The user is also able to monitor the control flow
through highlighting of the relevant object and method in the display.

x

UML ASSISTED VISUAL DEBUGGING FOR DISTRIBUTED
SYSTEMS

1. Research Introduction
1.1

Introduction
The DOD maintains a large number of databases and other information sources that

are both geographically displaced and incompatible in the communication protocols they
employ. The Joint Battlespace Infosphere (JBI) proposes a “combat information
management system that provides individual users with the specific information required
for their functional responsibilities during crisis or conflict [USA00].” The JBI provides a
system to integrate a wide variety of data sources and distribute information that is both
relevant and at the right level of detail to all DOD users. The data will be available from
many servers on a network known as the Global Information Grid. This network is to
connect all services required by the JBI to access the information and deliver it back to
the user. In essence, the JBI will be a large distributed database system.
Consideration of the description of the JBI leads to some idea of the complexity of
this system. The DOD has hundreds of data sources using many different protocols.
Combining the number of types of data sources and protocols with the number of
possible outputs from the system leads to literally millions of possible combinations of
data transformations to deal with. Connecting multiple data sources in a distributed
environment is difficult at the best of times. The complexity of the JBI as described
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suggests that debugging and analysis tools would be of great assistance during the
integration of data sources and sinks.
1.2

Background
A variety of debugging systems are available to deal with distributed systems,

however few handle the variety of operating systems required within the JBI. Prior work
by AFIT in this field established a Java based system primarily concerned with the
analysis of distributed systems based on inter-agent communication [KIL02]. The
features of Java ensure easy platform independence in distributed monitoring systems.
Debugging distributed systems produces large amounts of data, lending itself to
improvement through visualization. Visualization increases the human-computer data
bandwidth compared to traditional character reading. In addition, it allows for more
efficient pre-cognitive processing of the data requiring less effort from the user. As such,
many effective distributed debugging and analysis tools rely on visualization techniques
[BOW94, JER97].
One of the main views presented in distributed debugging tools is similar to a
sequence diagram [JER97, APP93, AMA99]. Sequence diagrams show control flow in
programs. Recently developed applications using this model allow grouping of subcomponents into higher-level systems in the architecture [JER97].
Virtually all tools in this domain focus on the communication between modules
described by size, delivery time and location (sender and receiver). Telles states that one
of the most important aspects of debugging is the ability to consider the big picture
[TEL01]. The user should base their hypothesis of the bug’s cause and location on the
overall system behavior. For this reason, the inclusion of UML modeling to represent the
2

system is considered valuable. As discussed, the sequence diagram provides assistance in
debugging in many existing tools but is unable to provide an overview of the total
system. Class diagrams are able to describe the system adequately in most cases.
Software engineers frequently use class diagrams during system design and these are the
most commonly used UML diagram [COO99]. This thesis investigation intends to show
that the use of dynamic UML object diagrams would assist the user during the debugging
process.
1.3

Research Focus
This thesis effort focuses on developing more effective methods for applying

visualization to distributed debugging. The researcher implements these methods in a
Java based system to demonstrate the capabilities and assess their effectiveness. Much of
this work centers on methodologies that incorporate existing technologies in new ways,
such as use of UML in debugging. As with other tools, it is necessary to view the system
from various levels of abstraction, allowing the user to scrutinize and correct likely error
causing modules. The use of multiple levels of abstraction allows the user to gain a global
view of the system while having access to detailed information essential to effective
debugging.
The domain of the solution is limited to Java based applications to simplify data
extraction in the debugging process. Java libraries including the Java Platform Debug
Architecture (JPDA) are utilized for the automatic run-time extraction of data. The
Java2D libraries combine with additional code to implement the visualization component
of the system.

3

1.3.1

Objectives
The primary goal of this thesis investigation is to develop methodologies to allow

more effective debugging of distributed systems. This research must meet several
requirements in order to achieve the primary goal. Initially, the debugging process is
analyzed to determine key techniques and requirements. These requirements and
techniques are adapted where necessary to ensure they are relevant to debugging of
distributed systems. The main requirement in the debugging process is to gain an
understanding of system behavior including both static and dynamic information
[TEL01]. Wide varieties of views are required in order to present the user with large
amounts of data as required.
Any system with this goal should automate the method of data extraction, as large
amounts of data are required for this debugging process. Displaying the program
structure aids in the presentation of data. The user should be able to select the monitoring
level desired for a data type. For example, user interest does not require access to all the
information for many classes at any particular time; the display of the system should
reflect this. In addition, the system should display execution path of the program for the
user to see in the abstract views.
It is essential that the person performing the debugging have access to various levels
of abstraction to facilitate program understanding. This user should have views ranging
from source code to architectural views showing where the current code segment fits in
with the rest of the system and the relationships it maintains with those modules
surrounding it.

4

A display of the program structure is an important part of the visualization created
for the debugging process. It is envisaged that the ability to see where debug data is
coming from in a well-known layout representation assists the user in detecting program
errors. It is essential that the layout be in a well-known form to take advantage of
inherent user knowledge of layout, for example showing inheritance relationships
vertically. The program layout information should be rapidly reverse-engineered without
the need for source code as it may not be available or current. Automation simplifies use
of the system for the user.
As network performance can influence the operation of a distributed system, it is
desirable to have important network parameters alongside debug and program structure
information. With this approach, the user can match quickly and easily locations having a
high probability of causing an error with those encountering unusual network conditions.
For example, should a link or server go down and cause errors in the system, the user
should easily be able to determine a probable error location through some visual means.
Automatic detection of possible program flaws would be a highly useful feature in
the system. It is desirable that one of these techniques be included in the debugging
system to simplify detection of bugs in the system under observation.
As with all visualization systems, the system must address several key issues such as
the use of color, patterns and movement. Effective utilization of these visual identifiers
will be required to maximize the benefits of the system. Other visualization techniques
are incorporated to allow a global view with detail for areas of interest. These techniques
enhance visual processing by the user.

5

This system must satisfy a variety of smaller requirements in order to achieve the
primary objective of this research. The most important aspects of debugging for
distributed systems must be determined and incorporated in the system with automatic
Graphical User Interface (GUI) driven access to the data. The system should combine
time-domain information with network parameters, program structure and debug data to
provide the best view of system operation. Automatic detection should highlight those
areas that are most likely the cause of program error and visualization methods should
take advantage of pre-cognitive processing where possible.
1.3.2

Limitations
A wide variety of data sources and applications both in and outside of the DOD are

currently Java based with the trend likely to continue. For ease of implementation, this
research limits its scope to those systems that are Java-based. Without this limitation,
many of the required techniques would not be implemented in the available timeframe
and the research hypothesis could not be adequately supported. The prototype
demonstrates the principles of the system and its capabilities from such a subset. The
majority of these results are of use for any data source or application.
1.3.3

Approach
In order to extract run-time data from the system for debugging, the JPDA library is

used. JPDA allows for distributed debugging to take place on any platform running the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The system parses data to the other features in the system
for analysis and display.
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The GUI is responsible for the display and collection of input from the user. This
comprehensive GUI provides tools to view various levels of abstraction from system
structure to the code level. It allows the user to select any variable for expression
evaluation and trace through code to identify observed errors.
The system obtains the program structure to be represented by reverse engineering of
the JPDA extract data. The object diagrams, which are similar to class diagrams but
display instance information, are displayed dynamically, making them suitable for
distributed debugging. The system displays diagrams following UML conventions, as
UML is the most widely accepted notation for representing software architectures.
Debuggee programs, that is the program being debugged, may be extremely large,
which implies the structural models will be very large. Focus + context visualization
techniques incorporating selective aggregation and a fisheye lens allow a much larger
portion of the program structure to be displayed on the screen while allowing the user
access to detailed information for an area of interest.
The visual system includes a graph layout algorithm to increase the space efficiency
of the diagram. The layered graph-layout algorithm preserves the hierarchical nature of
UML object diagrams with layering based on inheritance relationships within the
program. The visual transformation system applies the algorithm in two phases to
preserve user context of the system where it already exists.
The debugger system highlights the execution path of programs on the structural
view. This allows the user to see what the program is doing, rather than having to
comprehend trace data.
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In addition to the highlighting mentioned, a variety of visualization tools are
included to increase the effectiveness of the system. This research selects color, layouts
and motion based on the foundations of program visualization to achieve maximum effect
[WAR00]. Focus + context is also included to allow a more complete view of the UML
object diagrams presented by the system.
This research implements a prototype debugging system with the described features
to evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques. Testing takes place to measure the
effectiveness of these techniques in various environments.
1.4

Summary
The primary goal of this research is to develop more effective methodologies for

debugging the JBI and other distributed systems. The researcher implements these
techniques to meet the objectives in a Java based system allowing automatic data
extraction during run-time. The data is reverse-engineered to present the user with UML
object diagrams, providing the user with essential structural information on the program
for debugging. The system also presents source code for the debugging process.
The research incorporates focus + context visualization techniques into the object
diagram view. This allows the user to monitor a much larger portion of the program
structure while maintaining access to detailed information for objects of interest.
Selective aggregation is an ideal technique for use with UML object diagrams due to their
hierarchical relationships. Other visualization techniques blend the view with global
information and local detail.
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The research performs testing with a prototype system to obtain evidence to support
the effectiveness of these techniques. A variety of empirical and quantitative evidence
supports the use of these techniques for debugging of large and distributed systems.

9

2
2.1

Literature Review

Introduction
This chapter discusses background topics relevant to distributed system

visualization. The topics include debugging for single platforms and distributed systems,
the JPDA, automatic bug detection algorithms, software visualization, and visualization
in the context of debugging for distributed systems. A description of each of these topics
follows along with its relationship to the research.
2.2

Data Sampling
This section explores various methods of extracting data from debuggee systems

and factors that influence the appropriateness of these for use in distributed debugging for
this research.
2.2.1

Monitor Types
A monitor is some system that allows the collection of data from a system while it

is in operation [JAI91]. Three main types of monitors exist: hardware, software and
hybrid (some combination of the two). The following describes each of these and their
benefits and disadvantages in real-time monitoring with respect to two criteria. These
criteria include the requirement to access data without significant changes to the system
and the ability to gather information without altering system behavior or impacting
performance [SIM90].
Pure hardware monitors often do not meet the requirements of application
programmers. Their design and installation requires great expertise for the major
modifications required and offers little or no flexibility. The data they measure is often
10

too low level to be of use to application developers or testers, for example they may
monitor a particular memory location rather than a variable. However hardware monitors
have a distinct advantage over software and hybrid monitors. Hardware monitors do not
interfere with the System Under Test (SUT). As such, the required data can be gathered
with no effect to system behavior or performance.
Simmons explains that pure software monitors generally operate as a separate
thread on the SUT recording the data required by the user [SIM90]. The data recorded
can be rapidly modified should the user’s requirements change throughout the course of
the monitoring process, as they often do, particularly when the results are used for
debugging. Significant interference to the results counteracted the flexibility offered by
these systems. The monitor coexists in the execution environment of the SUT, sharing
both the processor and memory with the monitored program. It can be very difficult to
determine this effect, as many modern processors do not have constant execution times
for a given instruction sequence [HEN96].
Hybrid tools combine the benefits of both of these approaches. They allow reconfiguration of the extracted data and can present the data in a meaningful format, as
can standard software monitors [SIM90]. Provided they have a hardware data-gathering
component, they can also provide accurate data with minimal affect on the SUT.
2.2.1.1 Distributed Monitoring Systems
In distributed systems, a user cannot concurrently globally view or control all
processes due to the lack of global time and state. As such, Lamport’s Logical Clock is
often used to provide timing information. This allows the order of operations to be
determined but does not provide the time for an event as would a standard clock
11

[TAN02]. The same monitoring requirements still apply in this environment, i.e. low
intrusion, flexibility and resolution. This can be difficult considering each monitor must
send all data to a single location on the network.
For use in the JBI or any standard distributed system, hardware modification and
the installation of separate data buses are impractical. As such, care must be taken to
minimize the effects of the software monitor on the observed results.
2.2.2

Data Extraction
For an automated debugging tool, the method for data extraction from the

debuggee system is an important factor. Appelbe discusses that many systems currently
available for distributed debugging rely on time-consuming, cumbersome methods such
as tracing which relies on the explicit calls to an output device to capture event data
[APP93]. Topol hypothesizes that one of the main reasons for the limited use of
visualization tools in distributed and parallel systems is the difficulty in gathering
information [TOP94]. It is important for data extraction methods to be flexible, as
developers rarely know what and when to display before debugging begins.
Topol explains that the most common methods for data extraction are recording of
trace events and modification of middleware [TOP94]. Recording of trace events
involves inserting print statements into the source code of the system either manually or
via some automated aid. Obviously this is an intrusive procedure and very inflexible once
program execution has commenced. Trace data produces large amounts of data that the
system can save for later evaluation.
The other method Topol discusses, middleware modification, involves modifying
the software protocol providing communication between the various systems on the
12

network [TOP94]. Topol suggests this as an alternative to the intrusive nature of
recording trace events as discussed above. Developers could add extra data to system
messages allowing the creation of meaningful visualizations with minimal overhead. This
method provides even larger amounts of data, as all events produce data. It is also
possible to record this data for analysis later. However, this middleware modification still
lacks complete flexibility and produces huge amounts of data that may not be required.
2.2.2.1 Java Platform Debug Architecture
The JPDA is a recent addition to the Java Software Development Kit (SDK)
providing the capability for remote debugging of applications in the JVM as described in
[SUN]. Since debugging occurs at the JVM and not at the application itself, debugging
with JPDA can be performed by almost any two systems, a debugger and a debuggee,
with the JVM installed, regardless of the operating systems or configuration. The goals of
JPDA are to:
•

Provide standard interfaces to simplify the creation and use of Java
debugging tools, regardless of platform

•

Describe the complete architecture for these interfaces allowing remote
debugging

•

Have a modular design

JPDA is comprised of two interfaces and a protocol. Figure 1 shows the integration
of these components and is discussed in the following paragraphs:
•

Java Virtual Machine Debugger Interface (JVMDI),

•

Java Debug Interface (JDI), and
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•

Java Debug Wire Protocol (JDWP).

Figure 1. JPDA system overview.
JDI provides an interface to a remote view of the debugging process occurring in a
JVM that may be located in another system. JDI is the most commonly used layer for
access as it is the highest level and easiest to use.
JVMDI defines the interface for the JVM to allow debugging by debugger
programs running in other JVMs. This is the source of all debugger specific information.
It includes requests for information from the JVM, actions such as setting and removing
breakpoints, and notification when the program counter reaches a breakpoint.
JDWP is the protocol that defines how two-way transfer of information should
occur between the debuggee process and the debugger front-end. It does not provide lowlevel detail of the actual communication mechanisms; rather it defines the format of the
data transfer between the debugger and debuggee.
14

The JPDA provides the capability to extract data in a platform-independent way
from distributed systems for debugging. Use of the JPDA Application Programming
Interface (API) means implementation of debugger connections and data extraction are
relatively simple. The JPDA also reduces the effects of some of the problems caused by
other data extraction techniques as described.
2.3

Debugging Issues
Software systems are becoming increasingly large and complicated as technology

progresses and user requirements expand. This makes debugging difficult and is
compounded by the fact that many developers are not familiar with the subject of the
system they are creating. The following reviews some of the issues involved in the
process of debugging and the essential tools for a debugger. Prior to this discussion on
debugging, this paper introduces and defines bugs themselves.
2.3.1

Bug Background
Telles defines a bug as a problem with software that needs to be fixed [TEL01]. A

bug may occur in the requirements, architecture, design, or implementations. Many errors
in the expected operation of code can be worked around, however, the system should
match with the users’ requirements. Telles explains that software defects potentially
become bugs, and on average 25 defects are contained in every 1000 lines of code.
Bugs can be introduced at every stage of the Software Life Cycle, but are generally
a manifestation of the designer’s lack of understanding of the domain. Kan found a
correlation between the number of changes and enhancements made to a system and the
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number of defects [KAN95]. The study found that around 0.628 defects were introduced
for each change/enhancement.
Telles classifies bugs into one of the following types [TEL01]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirement Bugs
Design Bugs
Implementation bugs
Process Bugs
Build Bugs
Deployment Bugs
Future Planning Bugs

As the bugs can be introduced at almost any stage, their effects may also vary
greatly. Telles classifies the effects as one of the following [TEL01]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Memory or Resource Leaks
Logic Errors
Coding Errors
Memory Overruns
Loop Errors
Conditional Errors
Pointer Errors
Allocation/De-allocation errors
Multi-threaded errors
Timing errors
Distributed Application errors
Storage
Integration
Conversion
Hard-Coded Lengths/Sizes
Versioning Bugs
Reuse
Boolean

The consequences of the bug depend on the severity of its effects on the system,
ranging from minor annoyance to show-stoppers. Bugs affect companies through reduced
morale, monetary expense and reputation.
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2.3.2

Debugging
This section defines debugging and the activities that take place during debugging.

Telles defines debugging as “the process of understanding the behavior of a system to
facilitate the removal of bugs [TEL01]”. Fixing the symptoms alone does not solve the
problem, and in fact may create new ones. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the
probability of introducing a new error while attempting to fix another is between 15 and
50 percent [TEL01]. Fixing the symptom without correcting the cause is a result of a lack
of understanding. Any tool that can increase understanding will go a long way towards
reducing the number of bugs in a system.
There are two factors affecting understanding in the debugging process. First, one
must understand how the system should operate based on the customer requirements. One
must also understand the implementation of the system in order to recognize the
differences in expected and actual behavior.
There is not a straightforward process to determine the location of a bug and
correct it. Many other side issues affect the operation of a system particularly in
distributed systems, where critical timing may exist and many systems are interacting
with each other.
Bugs are reproducible though this may not always appear to be the case. Some
bugs may be much harder to re-produce. It may take a complex series of events with
critical timing to recreate them. Specific data inputs, environmental conditions or
configuration may be only way to trigger others bugs.
Telles discusses several types of debugging methods ranging from the most
methodical to virtual guessing [TEL01]. These are now examined.
17

2.3.2.1 Scientific Method
As with other engineering fields, the scientific method involves forming a
hypothesis, gathering evidence to support or disprove it and continuing until the user can
prove or disprove their hypothesis. This method is particularly useful when the problem
is easily reproducible, for example, a particular input value results in an incorrect result.
2.3.2.2 Intuition
Intuition is a very common approach to debugging meaning the user “knows”
where the problem is. It requires a thorough understanding of the code and where the bug
is likely to be, based on the symptoms being displayed by the system.
2.3.2.3 Leap of Faith
In effect, a leap of faith is simply an educated guess. The developer examines
some of the symptoms and jumps to conclusion without truly examining the behavior of
the system. A leap of faith is more likely to lead one in the wrong direction.
2.3.2.4 Diagnostics
Diagnostic debugging, also known as advance strike debugging, involves
predicting in advance the type and location of likely errors in the system and logging
them for the programmer to correct later on in the analysis process.
Several approaches to debugging are discussed. When considered in relation to the
goal of this research, i.e. developing a tool to assist in this process, then the tool must be
developed to improve the most common cases first with consideration for as many
methods as possible. The tool is not able to assist with predicting where bugs may occur
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before creation of the system (i.e. diagnostic debugging); however, it is envisaged that
benefits are made to the other methods discussed.
2.3.2.5 The Debugging Process
Telles discusses guidelines for effective debugging of a system [TEL01]. As
discussed, it may not always be an easy process to locate bugs, but a methodical approach
may be of assistance. Telles guidelines are now reviewed in detail.
•

Identify the problem. Find out if the problem can be reproduced and under
what conditions. Try to find see what is happening so further information
can be gathered.

•

Determine if the problem is actually a bug. Make sure the bug is indeed a
bug, there are cases where this may not be the case. If the bug is a problem,
then determine why it does not match the specification or user requirements
based on observations of the system, not examination of the code.

•

Confirm what the program should be doing. Check the specification or
updated user requirements to ensure that the correct operation of the system
is known.

•

Examine the program behavior. The operation of the system must be
established to compare against correct operation of the system. This will
require code analysis and is where tools can be particularly useful in
narrowing down the search region.

•

Gather information. Some ideas will be generated on what may be causing
the error. To ensure that nothing is missed, all the relevant information
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should be gathered. This may include collecting data or bug reports from
users, examining log files generated by the system and personal
observations by the tester. Symptoms must be examined to see if they are
the actual bug or simply a side affect of its presence. Use test cases that
remove redundant information from bug reports and narrow in on the
cause. Similar problems should be examined in bug listings as the newly
detected error may be caused by the same developer, algorithm or even
reuse of code. Recent changes to the system should be carefully considered
should the bug be a new occurrence. Changes should be well documented
to assist in this process. Finally, environmental information and other
external influences should be scrutinized to see if they too have changed.
All these pieces of information will assist in determining the true cause of
the bug in the system.
•

With the information collected in these steps and knowledge of the correct
and actual system operation, the developer should be able to come up with
a hypothesis. The hypothesis should fit all the symptoms correctly. Should
it not match all the evidence then further examination of the system may be
required.

•

The hypothesis should be evolved until the true cause of the bug is located
and a solution found. Test cases should be executed to ensure correct
program operation.
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2.3.3

Debugging Tools
A variety of tools assist the debugging process by providing the users with all of

the information they require. Effective tools transform the data to provide more meaning
rather than just providing raw data. Test harnesses assist in limiting the scope of the tests
to a likely region. Various debugging tools are able to narrow down the region of code
under test. Logging and tracing are similar methods providing detailed information of the
path of execution through the program. Telles recommends disabling the verbose output
of these tools as soon as the likely region of the bug is determined [TEL01]. Without
disabling the output, the volume of data provided may actually confuse the issue.
Once the likely region of the bug has been identified, mid-level debugging tools
may be used to examine the problem more closely. This class of tools assumed the user
has knowledge of the symptoms, likely location and a reasonable hypothesis of the cause
of the bug. Examples of mid-level debugging tools include memory leak detection tools
and, cross-indexing and usage tools. Telles discusses how memory leak detection tools
are able to detect code that is likely to be causing a problem [TEL01]. Cross-indexing and
usage tools are able to trace bottom-up through the code to find examples of where a
function or a global variable is accessed. These tools are also able to find dead code
within a program.
Debuggers allow the developer to stop the system in its execution at any point and
examine the values of variables and in some cases step backwards through the code.
These capabilities are highly desirable for any debugging tool.
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2.3.4

Automatic Bug Detection Methods
The methods discussed have dealt with the broader subject of obtaining data to

build for the user to develop an understanding of the system. Although these concepts are
of great importance in distributed debugging, when combined with other tools, they can
be far more effective.
Understanding of program operation significantly improves the probability of
finding a bug and a good understanding reduces the time involved in this process.
However, this method still requires the user alone to determine where the bug might be
located based on their knowledge of the system and the programs’ expected flow. For
large systems, this process can be daunting. Three methods to combat this situation are
discussed.
2.3.4.1 Invariant Based Detection
Hangal describes DIDUCE, an invariant based bug detection system allowing
automatic detection of errors and their causes in Java based systems [HAN02]. The
system formulates hypotheses of invariants in program behavior. The invariants are
initially created at a very strict level and relaxed as program flow proceeds and new
acceptable behaviors are detected. Should a significant error pass through the system, the
invariant would have to be relaxed drastically to accommodate it. In this way, bugs can
be rapidly detected.
DIDUCE has been successfully used on several Java programs of significant size
and complexity. It has been able to detect algorithm and input errors in addition to
finding problems in the interface between program modules [HAN02]. The system has
also been able to highlight rare cases often forgotten or inappropriately dealt with. This
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type of detection method is best used when the debuggee system requires little human
interaction.
2.3.4.2 Visualization of Test Results
Another approach, developed by Jones, relies heavily on existing test cases and
results to locate errors [JON02]. Such a system analyzes the execution of the program
and determines the probability of a bug occurring for each line of code. This is easy to
compute, knowing the lines of code each test case executes and whether or not the test
case is successful. In this manner, the flawed region can be easily located, particularly if
it lies within a conditional branch.
Tarantula, the system Jones discussed, displays the results of this analysis using
visualization as in Figure 2. Colors highlight regions of the program that are likely to
contain flaws [JON02]. The user can select these regions to analyze the program at the
code level. Typically, this system requires the execution and analysis of thousands of test
cases for meaningful results. As a result, it is less automated than the approach discussed
previously.
2.3.4.3 Indirect Detection Methods
Other methods focus on detection of bugs through visualization of program
execution parameters. Although they do not usually directly locate an erroneous line of
code, they can go a long way towards locating the bug. One example of this is the
Software Visualization Supporting Space (SVSS) as described by Amari [AMA99]. The
trace-data comparison view in this system visualizes module interaction against time
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(since commencement of program). Absence of interaction between models and incorrect
interactions can reveal flaws in the program.
One of the main benefits of this approach is that is generally far easier to
implement, as less analysis is performed by the software. It is then able to take advantage
of pre-cognitive processing by the viewer. However to make judgments requires
knowledge of how the execution should look when performing correctly.

Figure 2. Tarantula source analysis display.
SVSS also contains a view to display specified data in the program. By displaying
data of interest, the user can closely monitor likely fault regions in the program. For
example, the program may display results of all those modules that read or alter the value
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of a variable and the order of these operations. This is particularly useful in situations
where the program handles exceptions or invokes warning messages, as the state and
location of the error causing code can be seen without any further effort. Figure 3 shows
a screenshot of SVSS where functions highlighted in black directly call error routines in
the system.
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Figure 3. SVSS display highlights functions that call error routines.
2.4

Visualization
In recent times visualization with the aid of computers has greatly added to a

human’s ability for problem solving. In short, visualization greatly increases the
bandwidth humans can accept data with and rapidly process, finding visual oddities with
the image.
The term visualization has evolved along with the capabilities of our technology.
An accepted definition for the term is a graphical representation of data or concepts as an
external construct supporting decision-making [WAR00].
Visualization helps us to work more efficiently in several ways. One of these is its
effect on our usable memory. Miller describes how human working memory is only
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capable of handling five to nine chunks of information at a time [MIL56]. Ware defines a
chunk in the field of cognitive psychology as an important unit of stored information,
often the aggregate of other pieces of information [WAR00]. A chunk can be almost
anything, an object, an attribute or an image. Most importantly, visualization allows the
user to leave the image of the chunk on the display rather than storing it in their working
memory. In addition, a user can detect interesting data without cognitive effort by
observing changes in patterns and other visual attributes.
Ware explains that due to pre-attentive processing, certain parts of an image can
tend to jump out at us [WAR00]. This processing is similar to a filter. Pre-attentive
processing determines the visual objects to pass up for attentive processing. This is
probably the most important capability to possess for data visualization - the ability to
filter millions of data points without attentively processing each of them. Various visual
attributes take advantage of pre-attentive processing; these include:
•

Color,

•

Shading,

•

Patterns

•

Movement, and

•

Brightness

Ware discusses the details of the relative affect of each of these attributes and those that
are most effective [WAR00].
The importance of memory and the power of pre-attentive processing from data
visualization have been discussed. How the visualization is used can also affect its worth.
Cultural differences may alter the perception of a symbol to different people. In
visualization design, one must be careful to avoid unknowingly triggering an optical
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illusion. Ware discusses several types of optical illusions and how to overcome
them [WAR00]. Card mentions the problems associated with the comparison of visual
objects [CAR99]. These problems may prevent the user from gaining even a qualitative
insight from a picture. Position and shape are the two main factors to consider to avoid
illusions.
2.4.1

Program Visualization
Having considered the benefits of data visualization and methods to optimize it,

this research evaluates visualization techniques for program execution. Visualization
techniques are also discussed for distributed systems, debugging and distributed
debugging.
Stasko advises that an effective software visualization environment builds on the
text based techniques generally used, with displays that make better use of the humancomputer interface [STA98]. To be more valuable than these text-based methods, the
visualizations must filter information for relevance (by user manipulation) and the user
must easily understand them.
The user rarely knows of erroneous behavior from the observed system in
advance. As such, the system must be flexible to capture this dynamic data. Run-time
data must be displayed dynamically making it more difficult to present than static data.
With this in mind, Stasko developed the following principles for dynamic software
display [STA98].
Animation – Animation has the ability to display temporal relationships.
Animation can be constructed by modifying size, shape, position or the appearance of an
object.
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Metaphors – metaphors are symbols that represent objects in a way which reduces
the cognitive load on the user. The system should minimize extra learning required to
recognize these symbols.
Interconnection – Interconnection is used to represent relationships between
components and their patterns of behavior.
Interaction – Visualizations are rarely effective without the user controlling what
to display, how, and when. The controls should be as simple as possible.
Elaborate systems such as Stasko’s Tango perform algorithm animation. In Tango,
the user specifies the animation to construct from generic transformations [STA90]. This
research aims to minimize the complexity of animation by limiting the number of
behaviors that are animated and selecting simple animation types.
A variety of common techniques has been developed for program visualization.
Stasko reviews a variety of methods, each having its own strengths [STA98]. An
important issue with program visualization is the tradeoff between performance of the
visualization and its ease of use.
2.4.1.1 The Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML provides diagrams to model static software structure and different aspects of
dynamic system behavior [OMG00]. The software industry is widely aware of UML’s
symbols and associated semantics. To accept any visualization solution for software
systems, the software community requires the use of UML symbology and semantics.
UML has a variety of diagrams relevant to software engineering including class, use case,
sequence, state and deployment diagrams.
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The class diagram is the most widely used of all UML diagrams [COO99]. A class
diagram includes rectangular nodes depicting classes with annotated lines between these
nodes to indicate the relationships between classes. Rectangular nodes depicting classes
are annotated with textual labels to identify the class and its associated state variables and
behaviors. Software systems often consist of hundreds or thousands of unique classes.
Analysis and comprehension of such a software system requires both a high-level
overview of the system structure (consisting of numerous classes and the relationships
among them) and a detailed examination of the characteristics of individual classes or
small subsets of classes. Software visualization techniques should provide access to both
high level and detailed views.
2.4.1.2 Program Visualization Evaluation Techniques
Visualization of program structure, control flow and data has long been a part of
software development. Examples include flow charts, class diagrams, state-charts, pretty
printing of code, and algorithm animation. To evaluate program visualization techniques,
Roman and Cox propose a taxonomy consisting of five criteria – scope, abstraction,
specification method, interface and presentation [ROM93]. Price et al identify additional
criteria to include fidelity and invasiveness [PRI97].
More powerful visualization techniques present a broad scope, covering many
aspects of a program such as code, data state, control state, and behavior. In presenting
this scope, these techniques should provide many views with multiple levels of
abstraction from high-level design to code. Access to multiple levels of abstraction gives
the user the ability to see overview for context while having access to lower level
information necessary for detailed problem solving. The visualization system needs
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specification methods that require minimal effort from the user while providing sufficient
flexibility for the viewer to customize the content they explore. The interface for
interacting with the visual presentation should be intuitive and easy to understand and
use. In general, direct manipulation interfaces tend to be more intuitive than interaction
through controls. Presentation semantics must be sufficiently abstract and powerful to
reduce the cognitive load on the viewer. It is especially important to capture the complex
relationships between various program aspects. Specification and presentation of program
information must minimize invasiveness to the program while maintaining fidelity. The
visualization should not alter the behavior of the program or use misleading semantics
that lead to incorrect interpretation.
Debuggers such as those in Borland JBuilder illustrate the low end of program
visualization techniques [BOR]. These debuggers provide little abstraction and
minimalist interface capabilities, that is, debugging takes place with a GUI but the data
itself has not undergone any transformation. In general, users are able to interact with
textual representations of code and data state using simple text, menu, or button
commands. Users have very limited capability to specify the desired information and
visual presentation. Presentation semantics are no more than those provided by the
underlying code.
2.4.2

Visualization of Distributed Systems for Debugging
Researchers must consider a variety of complications when designing a system for

the visualization of distributed or concurrent programs. These systems are by their nature,
larger and vastly more complex producing large amounts of data in comparison to a
standard sequential program. Stasko surmises that knowledge of the nature of the
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interaction between components and the timing of their interactions becomes the broad
goal of distributed visualization systems [STA98].
Wong discusses a generic visualization framework for debugging object-based
distributed programs [WON01]. This proposed system relies on detecting errors in a
distributed program based on an agent’s location within the system. It assumes the agents
are all operating correctly as standalone systems.
Three processes must take place for effective program visualization, particularly in
distributed systems. These processes are data collection, analysis and display. The
following sections analyze each of these processes in further detail.
2.4.2.1 Data Collection
Data collection in distributed systems results in a further complication. Unlike
sequential systems, multiple breakpoints must be set on different systems in multiple
locations. The system must also deal with communications in transit at the time and a
variety of other shared resources.
Stasko discusses the types of interesting events that may be suitable for collection
via instrumentation of the program and the levels the collection can take place [STA98].
For distributed and concurrent systems, interesting events at the operating system level
may include message sends and receives, process creation, scheduling, page faults,
context switching, memory access, and system calls. At the run-time level, the state of
queues, lock actions, critical points and procedure calls and returns may be of use.
Finally, at the application level, data from any data type within the program may be of
interest and it should all be obtainable. Data at the application level is of a higher-level
and more abstract. Data from all of these layers is of interest when debugging a system.
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Monitoring of distributed systems generates large amounts of data at a rapid rate.
As such, the collection should be as restrictive as possible, yet provide all that is required.
The use of this data in real-time monitoring introduces further complications. The data
and events happen so rapidly that a human is unable to monitor them effectively. One
possible solution for this problem is the recording of events. Recording creates large data
files that allow the user to replay the data and trace the error. A second option actually
stops or slows down the execution of the program, as is often the case with debugging.
2.4.2.2 Analysis
Analysis involves the processing of collected data into a different format or into a
more abstract representation that is more suitable for display. Analysis components may
calculate statistics for performance analysis of the system to provide an overview of
operation. Stasko describes that for any real-time system, CPU time constraints limit the
amount of analysis [STA98]. With improved data analysis, the resolution of the displayed
information increases and most likely becomes more effective. However, the delay
between updates to the display will increase with this extra processing. This is yet
another tradeoff to consider in visualization system design.
Analysis in distributed systems often involves detection of non-determinism
between processes. Such analysis is NP-hard or worse and may be more easily detected
from the display of event-trace graphs [STA98].
2.4.2.3 Display
The goals for displaying distributed programs are the same as those for singleplatform systems. That is, the display should highlight data using appearance, shape,
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position and movement to aid the user. Stasko also states that extra difficulty arises from
the scale of these systems and event ordering issues [STA98].
The most important events to convey are the interactions between processes. The
display must show this accurately and preferably with some aggregation of events to
remove complexity from the display so as not to confuse the user [JER97]. Displays are
most effective when they match with the mental image the user already has of the system
and are generally more abstract as they occur at a higher level.
In addition to displaying the behavior of the system, it is important to display the
abstract view with the source code. It is also preferable to link the code with the matching
region in the abstract view through highlighting, allowing the user to quickly locate and
correct an error. [JER97]
Researchers use several types of displays to represent distributed system behavior.
These displays are reviewed here.
2.4.2.3.1 Graphs
Graphs are often used in system displays where the vertices represent some
module in the system and the arcs represent communication or a temporal order
[KRA97]. Figure 4 shows a graph view from the Gthreads package. This view shows the
creation of a new thread at the fork and traces the execution from function to function
[KRA97]. Animation can effectively show the causality of events in the system and those
modules that are involved. This is particularly useful for debugging and can be useful for
detecting unexpected behavior sequences or modules within the program.
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2.4.2.3.2 Circular display
Bowman describes how Conch arranges processes around the outside of a circular
display [BOW94]. Messages, shown as small colored discs, move from the originating
process to the receiving process. Undelivered messages remain in the middle of the
circle, allowing the user to identify them easily as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Graph view from the Gthreads package.
2.4.2.3.3 Time-process graph
Many visual debugging systems provide a time-process display. The display shows
the time domain on one axis with individual processes drawn on the other axis as shown
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in Figure 6 [KRA97]. Time-process graphs show the synchronized interaction amongst
processes as intersections between these lines. Jerding discusses the benefits of collapsing
hierarchical processes to reduce clutter from the view or allowing examination in more
detail if required [JER97].

Figure 5. Conch Process communication display
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Figure 6. Time-process communication graph from ParaGraph.
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2.4.3

Visualization Methods
As discussed previously, there is a massive amount of information available with

large and distributed systems. Visualization methods exist that can make these large
amounts of data far easier to deal with for the user. This section focuses on those
techniques showing a complete view of the data while providing detail for an area of
interest. There are two main methods that do this with the display. Focus + context shows
detail within the existing display, and overview + detail maintains separate areas for
displaying the different levels of detail.
2.4.3.1 Overview + Detail
Overview + detail presents global location with detail shown for an area of
interest. Card describes the advantages of this technique. The overview reduces search
within the data display and improves the ability to detect patterns [CAR99]. The display
of the overview also allows the user to decide more easily their next move. The display of
the detail on the other hand allows rapid access to meaningful data. This combination of
the two views allows the user to track a region of interest in the global display while
having detailed information to use.
This method is generally implemented with some highlighting of the global view
to indicate the current region of detailed display. The detailed information is then
presented elsewhere. The user then easily tracks updates to the position in the global
context. Figure 7 shows an example of this technique applied to code, the highlighting is
shown on each higher-level view [CAR99]. Shneiderman advises that this zoomed detail
view should have an effective zoom factor of between 3 and 30. A visualization should
present intermediate views if the view factor is greater than 30 [SHN98].
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Card states that the detailed view can be presented either in a different location on
the screen (space multiplexing) or at a different time (time multiplexing) [CAR99]. There
are obviously tradeoffs associated with each approach and the ratios involved in the
multiplexing between the two views.
The detailed view may be a scaled view of the overview or it may use a different
representation to present more information with extra clarity. For example, a user will not
easily recognize a photograph of a hospital on a map, particularly if they are not familiar
with the pictured hospital. They will recognize a symbol of a hospital such as a red cross
far more easily.
User control of the views becomes an important issue in the design of overview +
detail visualizations. Zoom-and-replace is a technique used with overview + detail where
a mouse-click by the user on a location in the global display results in the display of the
selected location in detail.

Figure 7. Overview + detail technique with intermediate view (from SeeSoft).
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With use of a model, the user develops some contextual awareness. During the
transition to an alternate display, it is highly desirable to maintain this context. Along
these lines, Wickens develops the concept of visual momentum to create a set of userinterface design principles [WIC92]. One of these principles suggests that to preserve
context, smooth transitions should be used so that the relative position of each element
may be tracked.
2.4.3.2 Focus + Context
Card also reviews the focus + context technique. The concept behind it is based on
three premises [CAR99]. The first is that the user requires both the overall picture and a
detail view. The second premise states that there may be different requirements for the
information in the detail view than in the overall display. The last premise proposes that
the visualization combines this information into a single dynamic view. Figure 8 shows a
standard flat view of text from a chapter in a book displaying sequential headings. Figure
9 shows a fisheye view of the text demonstrating Focus + Context, which shows some
localized headings with context provided by major headings for the entire chapter.
Bertin explains that it is beneficial to combine the two views because when
information is separated into two regions, visual search and working memory limitations
result in reduced performance [BER77]. A second reason to combine the two views is
identified by Furnas during research into fisheye views [FUR81]. It showed that the
user’s attention drops off away from the areas of detail. Various methods take advantage
of this observation, relating the level of detail to the apparent interest in the region by the
user. This improves the space-time efficiency of the user, a limited resource. This
efficiency is increased as more information that is useful is displayed per unit area and
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the average time to find an item of interest is reduced as it is more likely to be already
displayed on the screen. Card further explains how focus + context uses these principles
to reduce the cost of accessing information which in turn results in increased
cognition [CAR99].

Figure 8. Flat view of chapter.

Figure 9. Furnas fisheye view of text from Figure 8.
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Systems can implement focus + context with a variety of methods that provide
selective reduction of the presented information. These methods include filtering out
extraneous information, selective aggregation of related information, micro-macro
readings, highlighting, and distortion [CAR99].
Of particular interest for graph structures is the concept of selective aggregation.
This method hides aggregate elements within another component. To achieve a focus +
context view, hierarchical structures collapse away from the user’s focus. When the user
brings content into focus, the hierarchy expands revealing the aggregate relationships
within. UML has aggregation and inheritance relationships that are ideal for this
technique.
Other transforms may be required to blend the aggregate view with the global
view. Several fisheye lenses are available for this purpose as discussed by Leung
[LEU94]. In order to preserve the appearance of links and location context in UML, a
lens that minimizes distortion is best for this application. As such, a step-wise function
similar to that used in the Furnas Fisheye [FUR81] is more suitable than nonlinear or
polar transforms.
Köth and Minas apply focus + context techniques to UML models in DIAGEN
[KOT01]. DIAGEN is designed to provide adjustable detail levels for editing large
diagrams. When used for UML diagrams, DIAGEN uses selective aggregation to hide the
contents of packages and other components to reduce the amount of detailed information
displayed. While package aggregation can improve navigation and access to system level
structures, it does not address the structures within packages that can still be considerably
large and difficult to navigate.
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2.5

Graph Layouts
Just as the above-mentioned visualization techniques can assist the user in

comprehension of an image, graph layout algorithms may have a drastic effect on the
clarity and space efficiency of a graph. Graphs are often used to model structures such as
software, where the nodes or vertices are entities within a software model and edges in
the graph represent relationships [BAT99].
The aesthetics of a graph describe its graphical properties. Commonly adopted
aesthetics include crossings, area, total or uniform edge length, total or uniform bends,
angular resolution, aspect ratio and symmetry [BAT99].
Constraints describe how to lay out sub-graphs within the main graph. For
example, a diagram representing a sequential model may show a number of nodes in a
left-right sequence. Constraints control the layout in order to meet the expectations of
users (conventions) or standards of a particular system. Examples of constraints include
center, external, cluster, left-right sequence and shape [BAT99].
For any graph, there is no absolute best solution because aesthetics often conflict.
Even if the chosen aesthetics do not conflict, it is often impossible or certainly
computationally expensive to optimize them all. As such, precedence in aesthetics is
often a necessary compromise for any graph layout algorithm [BAT99].
The algorithm to layout a UML class diagram should preserve the hierarchical
nature of the diagram. A variety of tools for displaying class diagrams present
generalization hierarchies down the vertical axis [RAT], [AUB]. Several layout
techniques are analyzed with the aim of implementing this hierarchical transformation.
The best algorithm for this purpose is a layered drawing of the digraph [BAT99]. A
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layered approach allows for a hierarchical presentation with vertices arranged in
horizontal layers as shown in the example in Figure 10. One can apply this approach to
any directed graph. By considering the UML diagram to be undirected for the purpose of
layout, one can reduce complexity in the algorithm. The layered method consists of the
following steps:
1. Layer Assignment: Assign vertices to horizontal layers, this determines their ycoordinate.
2. Crossing reduction: Order the vertices within each layer to minimize edge
crossings.
3. Horizontal coordinate assignment: determine the x-coordinate for each vertex.

Figure 10. Example of diagram with layered layout.
The first step, layer assignment, requires a process to determine the layer for each
vertex. For UML, a layer difference exists across each generalization relationship, with
the top most vertex being the most generalized class. In the simple case where each
vertex is the same size, the y-coordinate of each layer is determined by adding a suitable
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gap to the last layer. The standard layered approach requires that the digraph be compact
in both dimensions and that the gaps between vertices are fixed.
For the second step, Di Battista describes the insertion of dummy nodes to ensure
that a relation does not directly cross more than one layer. This ensures minimization of
edge crossing [BAT99]. When the vertices are of variable size, the insertion of dummy
nodes will not prevent edge crossings in the graph.
The third step requires the positioning of each vertex on a layer. The choice of
algorithm for this step is dependent on user requirements.
2.6

User Interfaces
User interactivity and control is an important subject to consider in software

design. The user interface has a large affect on whether a program has continued use,
even if the functionality itself is acceptable. As such, the system implemented in this
research should strive to meet the goals required for an effective interface. With this in
mind, Shneiderman discusses some goals for effective GUI design [SHN98].
2.6.1

The Golden Rules for GUI Design [SHN98]
•

Strive for consistency – use consistent sequences of actions as well as
identical terminology for prompts.

•

Enable frequent users to use shortcuts – Hotkeys reduce the time taken to
initiate an action for frequent users.

•

Offer informative feedback – System responses to user requests should be
rapid and helpful to the user.

•

Design dialogs to yield closure – Group sequences of actions with an
informative and meaningful end to that group.

•

Offer error prevention and simple error handling – design the system so the
user cannot make a simple error and offer simple instructions to recover.
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2.7

•

Permit easy reversal of actions – this allows the user to try something without
the fear of errors destroying their work.

•

Support the internal locus of control – make the user the initiator of any
system response so they feel they are in control.

•

Reduce short-term memory load – keep displays simple with online help to
information.

Summary
This chapter discusses some important background information relevant to

visualization and debugging for distributed systems. Data extraction techniques,
including hardware, software and hybrid monitors are covered. The chapter discusses a
variety of debugging issues including automatic bug detection systems.
Visualization techniques greatly assist other chosen methods in meeting research
goals. Several techniques are discussed for program execution visualization, including
monitoring of distributed systems. This chapter introduces visualization techniques for
debugging of standalone and distributed systems. In addition, it examines methods for
display of global context in conjunction with detail information. These techniques are
essential for dealing with large program structures. Finally, the research presents some
guidelines for GUI design to ensure effective computer-human interaction.
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3
3.1

System Design

Introduction
Software engineers typically use UML to communicate software analysis and

design models, but once these models are implemented, the UML is seldom referenced.
Only recently have researchers begun exploring languages such as UML for execution
analysis. Examples include Mehner’s extensions to UML to incorporate execution
semantics of concurrent programs [MEH00]. The disconnect between design and
implementation is made worse by the lack of automated support for testing and
debugging with UML. Debugging any system requires structural knowledge of the
software and detailed information about components (down to the source code level).
Traditional debugging involves the user creating a mental image of the structure and
execution path based on source code. As Miller discusses, the 7 ± 2 rule makes it very
difficult for humans to construct large mental models [MIL56]. To alleviate this problem,
this research proposes to create a visual execution model of the software for the user.
3.2

Objectives
The overarching goal of this research is to develop techniques to simplify

distributed debugging. As discussed in Chapter 2, the use of visualization techniques can
assist with the presentation of large amounts of information. Visual techniques may allow
access to more relevant data in less time with less cognitive processing and can make the
transfer between human and computer more effective. The goal is to provide a visual
presentation that facilitates system evaluation using high-level design representations
rather than stepping through lines of code. The hypothesis developed from this goal is
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that providing the user with a visually enhanced debugging system is more effective than
a standard debugger for large and distributed systems. In order to assess the success of
the hypothesis, a prototype system is created and tests run. The following sections present
the visual and system objectives.
3.2.1

Visual
As discussed above, the intention of the visualizations is to enhance the debugging

experience for the user. For effective debugging, it is essential for users to have access to
various levels of abstraction. The system should present both high-level views and
detailed information to allow precise debugging.
Paige identifies nine factors to consider when designing and evaluating modeling
languages—simplicity, uniqueness, consistency, seamlessness, reversibility, scalability,
supportability, reliability, and space economy [PAI00]. One could argue the degree to
which UML satisfies many of these factors. However, this research only considers space
economy. Space economy requires that “models should take up as little space on the
printed page as possible [PAI00].” UML does not effectively address space economy,
leaving lots of unused space within and between components.
UML’s inefficient use of space results in models that cover many pages for large
systems.

Navigating through many pages significantly increases the time to access

components of interest. In addition, by spreading the model over multiple pages, it is not
possible to simultaneously view high-level system structure and individual component
details. One goal of this work is to maintain the symbology and semantics of UML while
improving its space efficiency to accommodate rapid access to both high level and
detailed system information.
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The research summarizes the visual requirements of the system as follows:
● The user should have views ranging from source code to high-level architectural
views,
● The model should be represented in a familiar manner,
● The system should preserve user context,
● The display should be dynamic to match the changing run-time nature of
software, and
● The system should provide improved space efficiency to reduce search while
presenting the user with detail for a region of interest.
3.2.2

Design
This research achieves the above visual objectives in a prototype system to

facilitate evaluation of their effectiveness. This section addresses the functional,
performance and user requirements for this system to be effective. The system must be
user-friendly and functional. Software engineering principles, including the use of design
patterns, are considered to make the tool more easily adapted to meet future
requirements. As many of the actions and their associated algorithms are computationally
intensive, there is also consideration of efficient data storage and processing. The
prototype system should have:
● The ability to monitor or spawn processes for debugging in a distributed
environment,
● The capability to automatically reverse engineer systems,
● The ability to display multiple systems over socket connections for debugging,
● Unchanged system behavior of monitored programs,
● Minimal effect on system performance,
● Standard debugging controls,
● Well designed GUI with consideration of Shneiderman’s rules [SHN98],
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● Low CPU load and memory usage for the monitoring system, and
● A design adhering to the principles of software engineering wherever possible to
ensure it adapts for future requirements.
3.3

Experimental Techniques
To test the hypothesis that a visual debugger with the capabilities described is

more effective than a standard debugger for large and distributed systems requires testing
in the intended environment. As such, a prototype system is implemented to allow this
comparison to take place. In developing a prototype system, greater testing and
refinement of the methods can take place leading to a more thorough evaluation of the
hypothesis.
Most objective methods require months of test design, special facilities, and user
trials on many subjects to provide quantitative results [USA]. Examples of these
objective methods include the performance measurement technique and retrospective
testing. Alternatively, users or expert analysts may compare the system with a previous
system in a more subjective manner. In this research, the visual distributed debugger
prototype is compared against debuggers currently available in an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). A mixture of quantitative estimates (wherever
possible) and empirical results is used to support the hypothesis of this research. The
research evaluates the system against the program visualization criteria established in
Chapter 2.
The design and implementation of the prototype is conducted in a modular manner.
Testing of the system takes place in the same way. Initial analysis takes place on the
effectiveness of the focus + context techniques. The modified UML displays are
compared to those in the original ArgoUML. The overall goal of this part of the research
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is to maintain the symbology and semantics of UML while improving its space efficiency
to accommodate rapid access to both high level and detailed system information. The
research analyzes the effectiveness of the techniques with respect to this goal.
The researcher extracts quantitative results based on the number of classes
displayable in a set screen area. Empirical discussion is also be generated to support the
hypothesis that these visualization techniques better display distributed systems than
standard displays.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the overall debugging system is empirically
based. A review of the debugging experience takes place for two different systems. This
allows testing of the debugger for two test loads: distributed systems and large systems.
3.4

Experimental Metrics
As with most human-computer interactive activities, it is difficult to quantify the

effectiveness of this system under test, in this case, the visual debugger. This section
discusses the quantitative and empirical techniques used to gather as much objective
evidence as possible and subjective evidence where it is not.
As a result of the type of testing chosen to be conducted, there are only four
metrics: the number of viewable classes displayed in a unit area, the empirical evidence
gathered in support of the hypothesis as discussed and two types of resource usage data.
The empirical evidence includes discussion on the effectiveness of debugging with these
techniques including the effects on access time, cognition and the size of portion of the
model able to be displayed on a screen. The resource information will include the Central
Processing Unit (CPU) utilization as a percent of that available and memory usage by the
debugger system.
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3.5

System Architecture
This section analyzes the resultant system architecture of the developed prototype.

To simplify the development process, modifications are made to existing code where
possible. The prototype uses an estimated 500,000 lines of code to reduce the
development workload. This re-used code is based on the ArgoUML project. Figure 11
shows a high-level architectural view of the overall system.
This research adds a series of visual modifications, primarily focus + context
techniques, to the ArgoUML framework. Chapter 4 discusses these modifications in more
detail. The visual modification process retrieves input data from a NovoSoft UML
Model, an open-source library for storing UML. Figure 11 also shows the integration of
the debuggee JVMs and the connections to them into the rest of the system. JPDA
demonstration software forms the basis for the debuggee connection system. Two types
of connections to the JVM are available: shared memory and sockets.
The overall system architecture is primarily event based. Observer threads for each
virtual machine connection detect modifications to the UML models. These observers
then trigger visual modifications and update the screen as required.
As discussed above, the high-level data flow is primarily event based. This section
provides a more detailed view of the high-level data flow. Figure 12 shows a high-level
data flow model for the entire system. The observer searches for new classes and class
information in the debuggee JVM. The UML model is constructed and updated through a
reverse-engineering process as information becomes available from the connected JVMs.
The UML model is stored in a NovoSoft UML library. The ExecutionManager classes
control the connections and pass the data to observer threads. These threads add to the
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UML model and call visual modification processes when required. The display of the
model updates when the threads call the visual modification processes. The user is able to
see the resultant view of the software along with source code and debuggee process input
and output. The user may also update the display by retrieving further information from
the NovoSoft model.

Figure 11. High-level system architecture.
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Figure 12. Prototype system data flow model.
Figure 13 presents a pseudo code description of the processing involved for each
debuggee process. Chapter 5 gives a more detailed explanation of the executed processes
and their order.
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Connect to JVM
Do
Do reverse engineering for model
If model is changed
Update model
Update Object diagram on screen
For each segment
Set focal points
View transform – Focus + Context
Apply Graph layout
While JVM is running

Figure 13. Pseudo code for data flow.
3.5.1

ArgoUML
ArgoUML is derived from the Graph Editing Framework (GEF) that provides

basic capabilities to display a variety of simple shapes and connect them with links
[GEF]. ArgoUML was developed by a separate research project [ARG] and it provides
additional functionality to form a CASE tool. During the implementation of the prototype
for this research, much of the superfluous ArgoUML functionality has been removed to
improve system performance. In particular, separate critiquing and To-Do threads have
been removed as they are no longer relevant for this new functionality. The most
important parts of ArgoUML for this research are the components responsible for
drawing class diagrams. This section explores these components further.
Figure 14 shows the inheritance hierarchy in the figure elements contained in both
GEF and ArgoUML. The basic class used to represent a graphical component is Fig.
Other classes extend Fig to provide the functionality required for each UML component.
In most cases, the functionality can be determined based on the name of the class. Of note
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is the FigEdgePoly; this class extends a FigEdge which represents a start and end point
for a line. The FigEdgePoly class provides a mechanism to draw the line between these
points as a series of connected lines to avoid crossings.

Figure 14. Display figure hierarchy for ArgoUML.
The inheritance hierarchy shown in Figure 15 describes the relationships between
classes used to represent UML components. These classes are all contained in the
NovoSoft UML library used by ArgoUML.
3.5.2

Debug Interface with JPDA
As discussed, the debugger component in the system is based on JPDA

demonstration code. This component establishes a connection to the debuggee JVM
which is stored in an execution manager. The JPDA defines an API for accessing data
from the JVM. The execution manager maintains methods to extract data from the JVM
by using the JPDA API. The user should have a simple means of extracting data from the
debuggee program but the execution manager is still too low level for this. To improve
data access, the system includes a CommandInterpreter class. The user or a user
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program can retrieve data from the JVM with simple commands, for example “classes”
which

returns

a

list

of

the

classes

currently

loaded

in

the

JVM.

The

CommandInterpreter operates as an adapter pattern.

Figure 15. NovoSoft UML hierarchy.
3.6

Summary
This chapter presents the design of the system developed for this thesis research

based on the objectives for the visual display and the design objectives for the prototype
debugger that is required for testing. This chapter discusses the experimental techniques,
which are based on a three part empirical evaluation of the prototype. The debugging
experience is discussed for large and distributed systems. Metrics, providing quantitative
analysis where possible, are introduced. In addition, this chapter explores the overall
architecture of the prototype system including the programs’ basis, ArgoUML, and the
JPDA.
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4
4.1

Visual System

Design
The visualizations derived to facilitate debugging form the basis of this research.

Several processes and algorithms are required to meet the visual objectives defined in
section 3.2.1. These algorithms allow:
● Specification of a user’s Degree of Interest (DOI) in each node in the UML graph,
based on user activity within the system and important regions in the graph,
● Information hiding based on the DOI resulting in a variety of Levels of Detail
(LODs), and
● Improved space efficiency of the displayed model via the use of graph layout
algorithms.

4.1.1

Visual Modifications
Even with the use of a visual language such as UML, the size of many software

systems still leads to visual models that are extremely large and complicated. For just a
moderately sized system, a typical UML object diagram covers many pages and is too
large for efficient navigation of the overall system structure and lower level details.
Common solutions to this problem are multi-page printouts, overview windows for
navigating the entire diagram, and hypertext links between related sub-models. Multipage printouts can effectively show overall system structure and individual component
details. However, multi-page printouts suffer from many drawbacks such as increased
visual scanning, difficult production and management, and lack of support for interaction
and dynamic editing. Overview windows and hypertext may provide access to overall
system structures and individual component details, but this does not occur in a single
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view, thus requiring more effort and reducing the effectiveness of the visual
representation.
This research proposes another approach to this problem that applies focus +
context techniques to an interactive UML diagram-editing tool. Focusing on the UML
object diagram, it defines multiple levels of detail for representations of classes and
relationships. The system presents an appropriate level of detail representation for each
component using a degree of interest function based on frequency of access and distance.
Finally, the prototype uses smooth animation to relocate software components within the
diagram to emphasize hierarchical relationships while maximizing space economy.
Selective filtering and modified graphical elements are used to create multiple
level-of-detail (LOD) representations for UML classes. At the highest level of detail,
each class consists of a rectangle divided into three segments that include textual labels
for the class name, attributes, and methods. The technique selectively filters the textual
labels at lower levels of detail according to the perceived relevance of the information.
The levels of detail supported by this solution are summarized below.
● LOD 0 contains the highest amount of detail. For a UML class representation,
this includes a full size graphical representation that includes textual labels for all
attributes and methods along with type information.
Class 0
Attribute: int
Operation (): void

● LOD 1 hides attribute and return types while minimizing margin size.
Class 1
Attribute
Operation ():

● LOD 2 only displays the name of the class at a reduced font size.
Class 2
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● LOD 3 removes all textual information and only indicates the presence of a
component.

● LOD 4 contains no textual information and indicates the presence of a component
at a reduced size.
● LOD 5 completely hides the component from the user.
The technique displays a class at a particular level of detail using a degree of
interest (DOI) function based on the frequency of access to a particular class and its
distance from the current class in focus (Equation 1).

DOI ∝ log 2 ( freq ) + (max_visibl e _ doi − dist ) (1)
where
freq is the number of times the node in question has been accessed by the user;
dist is the graphical distance from the node to the focal point; and
max_visible_doi is the maximum DOI at which a node is visible.
Each time the user accesses a node, the system recalculates the degree of interest
and the display updates to reflect the appropriate level of detail for each node. Should a
displayed node be further from the focal point than a hidden node, all hidden nodes in
between have their LOD increased to 4 to prevent dissection of the graph.
To demonstrate this mapping of LOD representations to the DOI function,
consider the sample class diagram in Figure 16. If the user selects “Class 0” as the node
of focus, the representations of all remaining classes are modified as shown in Figure 17.
“Class 0” is selected as the node of focus so it is displayed with no change at LOD 0.
The degree of interest for “Class 1” is one lower than that for “Class 0” so “Class 1” is
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displayed at LOD 1. As each subsequent class in this diagram is one additional graphical
link away from the node of focus, “Class 0”, each subsequent class is represented at the
next lower level of detail. Beyond “Class 4” no classes in this path would be shown.
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Figure 16. Diagram prior to application of visualization techniques.

Figure 17. Class diagram following application of focus + context techniques.
Generalization and aggregation are key concepts in object-oriented software
systems. These relationships are hierarchical, with a generalization relationship linking a
more general class to one or more classes that inherit attributes of the general class.
Similarly, aggregation links a container class to one or more classes representing parts
that are combined within the container class.

As hierarchical relationships, both

generalization and aggregation are good candidates for selective aggregation techniques
that hide lower levels of the hierarchy. For instance, there may be little value in showing
that a car consists of wheels, an engine and chassis, when the user is only interested in
seeing that there is a car.

UML also includes association relationships that indicate a

non-hierarchical relationship between two classes.
Selective aggregation is applied based on UML’s association, aggregation, and
inheritance relationships, for those classes that are graphically distant from the class in
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focus. The display shows the appropriate UML symbology for inheritance or aggregation
to indicate that it is hiding classes. For an association relationship, a partial link is
displayed indicating hidden classes. When the system brings content into focus, the
hidden hierarchy expands revealing the aggregate relationships within.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the results of the selective aggregation techniques
for a simple class diagram. Figure 18 depicts a class diagram before selective aggregation
is applied. The link with a triangle at the end depicts an inheritance relationship and the
link with a diamond depicts an aggregation relationship. The display shows the triangle
and the diamond positioned at the end of the link associated with the parent class. Figure
19 presents the class diagram after applying the selective aggregation techniques. The
display continues to show the triangle, diamond, and a small line to indicate that the
hidden classes connect via some relationship to the class. Any classes of a lower DOI and
further from the focal point are also hidden from view. The research assumes that if the
aggregate class is of little interest and is thereby hidden, then so will those objects that it
is associated with.

Figure 18. Part of class diagram.
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Figure 19. Class diagram after focus + context showing relationships.
4.1.2

Graph Layout
This section first examines the requirements of the graph layout algorithm for this

research. Prior research is used as the basis to examine the choice of algorithm and the
modifications to it explained. Finally, this section presents an example of applying the
algorithm to a graph.
4.1.2.1 Graph Layout Requirements
To maximize the space efficiency of the focus + context techniques for UML, the
algorithm modifies the positions of elements in the model. In evaluating how best to
accomplish this, a variety of UML graph layout algorithms are examined [AUB, RAT]. A
recurring theme in these algorithms is the presentation of hierarchical inheritance
relationships down the vertical axis.

As this is a commonly used approach and is

understood and expected by users, the layout algorithms enforce this presentation
approach.
As one applies the layout algorithm to object diagrams following a focus +
context transformation, massive differences in node sizes are highly likely. In order to
maximize space efficiency, the algorithm considers the size of the nodes. In addition, the
algorithm should preserve user context of the system (if any exists) by minimizing the
relative reassignment of node positions.
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4.1.2.2 Graph Layout Algorithm Development
The main algorithm requirement is to present the graph hierarchically. In
particular, the algorithm positions generalization relationships vertically on the display.
Layered layout algorithms meet this requirement [BAT99]. These algorithms allow the
hierarchical presentation of diagrams with vertices arranged in horizontal layers. The
standard method consists of the following steps:
1. Assign a layer to each node
2. Reduce the number of edge crossings
3. Assign horizontal coordinates to each node
Layer assignment requires a process to determine which layer each vertex belongs
to. For this research, a layer difference is considered to exist across each generalization
relationship, with the top most vertex being the most generalized class. Should a cycle
exist in the graph, vertices may be placed on more than one layer. In this case, the
algorithm places a node that is a direct descendant of an inheritance relationship at a
lower level. All other nodes in the cycle remain at the original level determined through
the association relationships. In the simple case where each vertex is the same size, the ycoordinate of each layer is determined by adding a suitable gap to the last layer.
This research does not apply the crossing reduction process because the vertex
sizes vary so greatly. With variable vertex sizes, the edge crossing minimization
generally achieved from this step will not succeed. The standard algorithm relies on
constant row sizes to reduce crossings.
The last step deals with the positioning of each vertex on a layer. The priority for
our algorithm is to preserve context rather than minimize edge crossings, so the algorithm
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allocates the position of each vertex on each row based on its position prior to ordering.
The user will see objects in the same relative position as before the modification.
Application of the layout algorithm requires the movement of nodes and links in
the object diagram. If done instantaneously, this movement may cause the user to lose
their context. To avoid this, the system uses smooth animation when moving graphical
elements between their original and revised positions.

The technique also moves

elements in the graph in two stages to preserve context further. The first stage positions
elements in the appropriate level of the inheritance hierarchy. The second stage positions
leaf nodes to optimize space efficiency. The system applies the graph layout algorithm
after all degree of interest and selective aggregation functions.
4.1.2.3 Graph Layout Example
An explanation and example of the results of applying the visualization features
and layout algorithms follows. Figure 20 shows the initial class diagram for this example.

Figure 20. Initial class diagram.
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The user enables the focus + context techniques through a context sensitive menu.
Figure 21 presents the results of setting the upper left node of Figure 20 as the focal
point. Selective aggregation applies to both the aggregation and inheritance relationships
from the far right node.
Level 0

Level 1

Figure 21. Class diagram with focus + context applied.
Prior to applying the layout algorithm, the hierarchical level of each visible node is
determined. A difference of one level exists across an inheritance relationship. Each node
connected via an association or aggregation relationship has an identical level. The
algorithm places all nodes having the same level on the same row. Figure 21 identifies
the level (and row number) of the nodes on each side of the inheritance relationship.
The first stage of the layout algorithm examines each row (starting from the top
row) and searches for generalization links from each of the nodes in that row. Figure 21
contains one node with a generalization link. The x position of a node with generalization
links is equal to the average of the x positions of the generalized classes in the row above
it. In the most common case where a node has a single parent, the algorithm places it
directly below. Should this position not be free, the algorithm places it as close as
possible to the desired position on the same row.
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The algorithm places all remaining nodes on a row without a laid-out position in
order based on their x position in the row prior to the layout process. The y position for
each row is determined by adding a gap to the lowest point in the above row. This stage
of the algorithm has the effect of shrinking the overall display area yet it maintains the
general layout of the original diagram. Figure 22 shows the results of this process.

Leaf Nodes

Figure 22. Class diagram after phase 1 of layout algorithm.

The second stage of the layout algorithm searches each row for nodes with leaf
nodes on the same row. If these leaf nodes have a relatively low LOD (and vertical
height), they are shifted to the right side of the associated node. The algorithm arranges
leaf nodes radially with the radius proportional to the number of leaf nodes. If possible,
the position of other nodes on that row is left unchanged. Should there be insufficient
room, then all nodes to the right of the leaf nodes are shifted right to establish a suitable
gap.
The bottom left node of Figure 22 has four associated leaf nodes on its row. The
second stage of the algorithm arranges these leaf nodes in a radial fashion by as shown by
Figure 23. This part of the algorithm allows a greater number of nodes to be displayed
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than otherwise possible while still preserving user context. This algorithm is particularly
effective when placing leaf nodes with a low LOD around a node with a high LOD.

Figure 23. Class diagram after phase 2 of layout algorithm.
The process repeats for each segment of the graph when there are multiple
unconnected segments in the model. The algorithm places each segment at the top of the
screen and to the right side of the previous graph segment.

4.2

Implementation
This section further explains the design choices involved in integrating the

software visualization features into the prototype system. To determine the most effective
design for integrating the visualizations into ArgoUML, the processes that must occur are
considered. This research develops a fisheye lens that displays less detail for components
with a smaller degree of interest and applies selective aggregation techniques to hide
components that are beyond a specified degree of interest. Finally, a graph layout
algorithm arranges components to emphasize hierarchical relationships while maximizing
space efficiency.
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The modifications introduced are largely to do with presentation of the graph
nodes and links, i.e. should they be painted and if so, is their presentation varied in some
manner? As such, large parts of the changes occur in the objects that represent the
graphical elements for classes and the various UML link types. The classes representing
the display of these objects include FigClass, FigEdgeModelElement, FigAssociation,
FigGeneralization. No changes are necessary to the NovoSoft UML library that stores
the model information.
The ClassDiagramGraphModel class maintains a list of the figure elements to
display for an object diagram, making it a suitable location for the modification methods.
The ClassDiagramGraphModel class controls most of the fish-eye view change. It
calculates the hierarchical level of each FigClass (the class that represents the image of a
class), the DOI and LOD for each, and finally calls a “change” method to effect the visual
modifications. The ClassDiagramGraphModel class also determines how each link
should be drawn, that is either fully displayed, only the arrow, a partial line, or not at all.
If a FigClass has hierarchical or aggregate relationships, the class also determines
whether the branches for these relationships should collapse.
Debugger events and mouse events in the FigClass class trigger the alteration
process. These two events largely control the visualization process. As such, this module
of the overall system is event driven. The “change” method within this class paints the
object based on its LOD value.
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4.3

Summary
The hypothesis for this research states that visualizations can be of assistance to

users in distributed and large system debugging. Based on this hypothesis, the
visualizations are of great importance. This chapter defines the algorithms and processes
developed to produce these visualizations. It employs selective filtering to produce
altered class representations based on user activity and a nodes’ distance from the focal
point. The visual system applied selective aggregation to inheritance and aggregation
relationships to reduce clutter by objects considered less important to the user. The
research develops a layered graph layout algorithm to preserve user context and UML
semantics while increasing space efficiency. This chapter also discusses the
implementation of the visual system in ArgoUML.
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5
5.1

Debugger System

Design
The debugger system comprises several main features to extract and transform the

data, and provide the standard debugging features required by users. The following
sections discuss these topics with additional information provided on implementation.
5.1.1

Data Extraction
Chapter 2 discusses the need to minimize the effects caused from observing a

system. Failure to do this may cause the monitor to obtain inaccurate results. JPDA
allows system data extraction directly from the observed JVM requiring no modifications
to the original code. Thus, some reduction in processing speed is expected to occur,
however synchronization points and all data values remain unchanged from an
unmonitored system. The system gives the user the option to connect via one of two
methods as shown in Figure 24: launch a new JVM with specified arguments or attach to
an existing JVM and communicate via a socket. A GUI demonstration application for
JPDA is available with the latest versions of the JDK. This application has been modified
to interface with the modified ArgoUML system for this research.
^ Select Connector Type
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Figure 24. Connector launch options.
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5.1.2

Reverse Engineering
Once connected via the JPDA, raw data is available from each monitored JVM.

The basic premise behind this research, however, states that the user can debug more
effectively with the data presented in a visual format. The most effective representation
for this data is a UML object diagram, as this is a commonly used and accepted standard.
To produce this UML model, the system applies a reverse-engineering process. The
following discusses some of the issues involved in this process.
Once the user creates a connection within ArgoUML to the debuggee process, the
JVM sends a signal notifying the debugger application that it is now running. The
program counter at this point is at the start of the program and it has not executed any
commands. As such, when the debugger accesses the JVM data, nothing is present. The
only effective way to obtain data appears to be a delay of several seconds before data
extraction. To circumvent this problem, a separate observer thread is created within
ArgoUML. The observer queries the JVM at set intervals while execution of the
debuggee process is not suspended. This solution also improves system performance. If
the debuggee process executes unhindered, then the JVMs will provide a large amount of
data to the debugger and the display will not be able to update in time.
Once the observer detects new classes in the JVM, the reverse-engineering
process examines them for operations and fields where a field contains the name and type
of an attribute. The observer constructs a NovoSoft UML model from each of the added
classes. The observer also adds association, aggregation and inheritance relationships to
the model as it detects these relationships. Figure 25 describes the algorithm for the
reverse engineering process.
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For each class found
If class not in model
Get fields
Get Methods
For each field
Add attribute
Create an object of type (attribute)
Build aggregation to the object
For each method
Add method information to the class
If the method parameter type is contained in the model
Build an association from the class to the parameter type
For each class in the model
If there is a generalization relationship to an existing type in the model
Add the generalization

Figure 25. Pseudo code for Reverse Engineering algorithm.
5.1.3

Debugger
Figure 26 shows a screenshot of the program while connected to a simple test

program. The top-right window presents the object diagram view in standard UML
format. The top-left view presents a hierarchical list of each node and link in the diagram.
The user can select elements in this list for rapid access to nodes with a low DOI.
The debugger sub-system is largely based upon example code provided by Sun
with version 1.3 (and later) of the JDK. Research into the operation of this code found
that it is also largely event driven. The requirements of this component are that it
communicates with the GUI to request or display information provided by the debuggee
JVM. This usage scenario suggests that an event driven interface might also be effective
between the GUI and the debuggee process.
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Figure 26. Debugging screen layout.

An observer thread handles communication between the debuggee process and the
GUI. This thread periodically accesses the JVM to determine if there any changes to the
observed system. If there are changes, an event triggers the reverse engineering process
and updates the model on the screen.
A variety of commands may be issued via a text input facility as shown by the
“Command” prompt in Figure 27. A list of listeners captures output from the debuggee
processes and displays this output as shown in the bottom window of Figure 27. The user
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can enter command line input to the debuggee processes in the bottom input section of
the lower window in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Debuggee process I/O window.
To be effective as a visual debugging system, access to the source code should be
provided (although it is not required to provide a run-time model of the debuggee
process). The ability to set and cancel breakpoints via direct manipulation of the source
code is also highly desirable. The system allows breakpoints to be set and removed by a
double-click of the mouse on the appropriate line. The observer queries the execution
manager to determine if the breakpoint is valid. Figure 28 shows highlighting of valid
breakpoints in red. The research chose red due to its cultural association with stopping
(for example traffic lights). The source code for a class with a “main” method is
automatically loaded when the process begins.
When the debugger is operating, the focus of each segment of the graph
(corresponding to a software model reverse-engineered from a JVM) is initially set to the
class containing the “main” method. Each segment of the graph corresponds to a single
debuggee process. Research considers this appropriate because it is the commencement
point for execution in each system and is often integral to the architecture of a system.
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Figure 28. Breakpoint setting in source code.
To monitor and debug a system, it is also highly desirable to highlight the current
execution point, as this requires less cognitive effort than manual tracking. This allows
the user to follow execution at a higher level of abstraction rather than follow the
execution through each line of code. The ability to follow program execution provides the
user with an understanding of the order of executed components and some insight into
system behavior. The debugger highlights the current method of execution for each
debuggee process in the object diagram as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Execution point display.
This visual debugging system allows the user to control the execution of the
debuggee process as do most other debuggers. That is, controls exist to provide for
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unrestricted execution (the green play button), stepping through the code line-by-line
(step), or temporary cessation of execution (a red circle) as shown in Figure 30. If
connections to multiple JVMs exist, the user must select a component from the segment
of interest prior to selecting the control. The listener then determines which component to
select and carries out the appropriate action in the selected JVM.

Figure 30. Debugger controls.
5.2

Implementation
The design and architecture presented described how the debugger works to a great

extend. The following provides additional guidance on the implementation of this
component.
5.2.1.1 Patterns
To allow a flexible and easily maintainable interface between the debugger
component

and

ArgoUML,

patterns

are

used.

An

adapter

pattern

in

the

CommandInterpreter class allows the observer to issue simple commands without an
underlying knowledge of the operation of the system. The ExecutionManager class
maintains knowledge of the JVM parameters.
5.2.1.2 Connections
The debugger can only establish shared memory connections with JVMs on the
same physical machine. A debugger can connect with a socket to a JVM almost
anywhere. There is extra overhead associated with a socket connection. As such, users
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should use a shared memory connection when they launch an application on a local
machine. Due to security restrictions with Java, it is not possible to launch an application
on a separate machine (via a socket).
5.2.1.3 Data Extraction and Reverse Engineering
The raw data from the JVM includes JDK base classes and the full names of all
data types, for example “java.lang.String”. The full name of such classes and the display
of all loaded classes in the reverse-engineered class diagram add unnecessary clutter to
the diagram. The reverse engineering process truncates known data types to remove this
clutter, for example, “String”. It also filters JDK base classes from the class diagram.
5.3

Summary

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques described in Chapter 4, the
researcher modifies ArgoUML to include these transformations and additional debugging
capabilities. The research interfaces ArgoUML to the debuggee JVM via JPDA and other
debug code. The class diagram of the model for the display is reverse-engineered from
data accessed in the debuggee JVM. This section also discusses debugger functionality
including breakpoint setting, debugger controls and implementation details.
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6
6.1

Results And Analysis

Introduction
Previous chapters have discussed prior work in this field and the formation of the

prototype system. This chapter presents the results of the experimental techniques
discussed in Chapter 3 and analyzes the system’s effectiveness based on these results.

6.2

Collection of Results
As the debugger system testing relies on analysis of other programs, the selection

of these programs is highly critical in obtaining meaningful results. Ideally, the research
would test the modified ArgoUML with several large modules connected and operating
as a single distributed system. Due to the difficulties in setting up such a test, this
research took a different approach. The research conducts testing in three phases to
evaluate the system against each type of objective: the generic visual display ability, and
debugging of a moderately large system and a distributed system with several
components. The following sections discuss the testing performed for each of these areas
and present the results. No other applications run concurrently with the debugger or
debuggee programs to affect system performance.
6.3

Experimental Setup
Three experiments are conducted, each with the same hardware and operating

system configuration. Each PC in use for the testing contains a Pentium 4 2GHz
processor and 1 GB RAM running the Windows 2000 operating system. The AFIT
computer network connects these PCs with 100Mb/sec Ethernet Network Interface Cards.
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In all cases, the debugger and each debuggee process run on their own PCs. The tests use
Java Runtime Environment v1.3.1 on each PC.
Several command line parameters are required when initiating a process to provide
access to debugger programs through the JPDA. The user can initiate debuggee programs
in either a suspended or an unsuspended state. Suspension of the program causes
execution in the JVM to stop prior to executing any instructions. In an unsuspended state,
the program will execute as normal, however the user can monitor or debug the program
when it stops at the point where some user input is required. Debugging in an
unsuspended state does not work well with GUI input. The GUI threads are unable to
execute as normal while in this state and cannot receive mouse input. All tests use
sockets to establish a connection. Figure 31 shows a typical set of command line
parameters to enable debugging.
java -Xdebug -Xnoagent -Xrunjdwp: transport = dt_socket, server=y,
suspend=y, address=14422 test

Figure 31. Command line options for execution.
These command-line options allow for JPDA socket access on port 14422. The “test”
class executes in the JVM.
6.3.1

General Display Testing
If one assumes simple classes such as those in Figure 16, then roughly 24 classes

fit on a single screen. By applying the degree of interest and graph layout algorithms,
one can fit approximately 75 classes on a single screen. Thus, the system provides three
times the space efficiency without even resorting to selective aggregation or radial
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arrangement of leaf nodes. The degree to which selective aggregation increases space
efficiency is dependent on the level of fan out in the system relationships.
Access to high level and detailed system information is more difficult to evaluate.
With original representations, the user will need to scroll through multiple pages if there
are more than 24 classes. In order to deal with large systems, the user would have to
commit much of the overall system information to long-term memory. By applying the
focus + context techniques, 75 classes can be readily viewed simultaneously with the
structure of hundreds of classes potentially available using selective aggregation. This
enables the user to offload cognitive processing to the external visual presentation.
Using original ArgoUML representations, details are readily available for up to 24
classes at a time. However, the user can still only focus on one area of the screen at a
time. With the focus + context view, only a few components are in focus at any given
time. The user needs to select another component to bring it into focus. Once they bring
the appropriate component into focus, the time to access detailed information is similar to
that of the original UML. If the system displays all components that the user is likely to
access on the same page, it is likely to be faster to switch focus using the original UML.
However, for the common case where components spread over multiple pages in the
original UML, the focus + context techniques are likely to improve access time since
more components are accessible from the same screen.
6.3.2

Large System Testing
For this part of the testing, the debugger system analyzes Bubble World [VAN02],

an AFIT research system. Bubble World is a visual information retrieval system designed
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to test novel information retrieval techniques. Bubble World consists of 84 classes and
approximately 34,000 lines of code.
Reverse engineering provides the user with an object diagram instantaneously
eliminating the need to form a mental model by browsing through much of the code to
identify the classes, methods, attributes and relationships. By debugging with the
modified UML, one can readily observe the flow of control between instances of classes
along with the static structures indicating how the various classes are related. If one can
fit 50 lines of code on a page, 34,000 lines of code would require 680 pages. Based on the
theoretical calculations for UML described in section 6.3.1, 84 classes would require
between three and four pages to display with typical UML presentation styles. With the
modified UML presentation, nearly 90 percent of the classes should fit on a single page.
In actuality, due to many attributes and methods in the classes in this system, less than
two classes fit on a page with standard UML presentation techniques as shown in Figure
32. The modified UML presentation displays nine classes on a single page as shown in
Figure 33. This number exceeds theoretical expectations slightly, however, there is room
for improvement. There is a significant amount of white space in the diagram reducing
the space efficiency of the system.
The graph layout algorithm described is most effective at improving space
efficiency where the node sizes are similar. This, however, is rarely the case for class
diagrams. Further arrangement of leaf nodes for the largest node reduces the total surface
area used by the diagram. The revised algorithm places these leaf nodes vertically down
the screen while their total height is less than that for the very large node. Figure 34
shows the results of the modification to the algorithm. All nine classes are still visible,
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yet the modification reduces the total area required for the display.

Altering the

arrangement in this way reduces user context, as these leaf nodes are no longer in the
same relative position.
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Figure 32. Bubble World model without focus + context.
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Figure 33. Bubble World with focus + context applied.
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Figure 34. Bubble World with modified layout algorithm.
The debugger establishes a connection to Bubble World via socket. A processing
cycle consists of data extraction, reverse engineering, model creation, display and
application of the graph layout. The first processing cycle takes 15.4 seconds. Each later
cycle takes 0.15 seconds. During the first processing cycle, CPU utilization remains close
to 100 percent for the entire 15 seconds. After the initial processing, CPU utilization
reaches approximately 20 percent each time the debuggee process is re-examined
(approximately 4.5 seconds). The first processing cycle takes longer and has greater CPU
utilization as it extracts a considerable amount of data when compared to later processing
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cycles. The initial graph layout will also take considerably longer than others will, as
objects are not displayed near their final positions, requiring extensive animation. Bubble
World consumes 16,000KB of memory while the debugger application requires
64,912KB.
The debug controls allow the user to step through the program while tracing the
execution on the UML class diagram. The increase in the LOD for objects as they
execute is valuable for allowing tracking through this relatively large diagram.
As discussed, only nine instances of classes are initially visible. Most of these
instances do not have their method and attribute information available. As the program
executes further and loads these classes into memory, the reverse-engineering process
updates the model and display with the information for these classes. The user may watch
the new instances spawn. The layout algorithm is re-applied when new classes are added
to the diagram. In general, the addition of new classes results in a smoothly animated
sequence. Minor adjustments to the layout are all that is required to insert the new class.
Figure 35 shows a view of the debugger later in the execution of the program. Eight
classes are now visible in the diagram.
The space efficiency of the diagram is re-examined after applying the modified
layout algorithm. Thirteen instances are now visible as shown in Figure 36 providing a
150% improvement in space efficiency. Although no formal evidence is available, usage
suggests that the loss of context for the modification is minimal.
Debugging with breakpoints is effective as the program stops directly at the user’s
point of interest. Debugging a suspended program by stepping through each line of code
without the aid of breakpoints is a slow process due to the large number of instructions to
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be stepped through. One can increase the speed of stepping by stepping up through the
execution tree (by entering a command in the command window). Stepping up completes
execution of the current method and resumes debugging one process higher in the stack.

Figure 35. Later in execution showing large differences in vertex sizes.
6.3.3

Distributed System Testing
Kil developed visual techniques for analyzing the execution and performance of

distributed agent systems [KIL02]. In order to evaluate a prototype system implementing
these techniques, a small agent-based command and control system was developed. Each
agent is constructed of four classes and approximately 1,000 lines of code. The test
spawns five different types of agents and attaches them to the debugger.
The debugger system is attached in turn to each agent process. First processing
times ranged from 0.6 seconds for the first attached process to 4 seconds for the fifth
process. CPU utilization remained at approximately 100 percent for all first processing
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cycles. However, once the system had stabilized, CPU utilization remained below
approximately 25 percent.

Memory requirements increase from 15.6MB when

monitoring one agent to 57Mb when the debugger is monitoring all five agents.
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Figure 36. New graph layout later in execution.
Without the visualization techniques developed in this research, the debugger can
only display parts of two agents on a single screen as shown in Figure 37. With these
visualization techniques, the display is able to fit information about each of the five
processes in a single screen as shown in Figure 38. The number of displayed instances
increases from seven to 20. The ability to see all processes in one screen is considered a
big advantage over traditional debugging systems. If an agent is not of interest, the user
cannot control the display to reduce the space consumed by that system. It would be
beneficial to have the option to display a system name rather than its contents. For
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example, assume the command and control system is operating with five processes and
four are of the same type “Infantry” but the suspected error is in the “Logistics” system.
The user may prefer to reduce the number of instances displayed from 20 to eight. They
still have detailed access to the “Logistics” agent and can see the processes interacting
with it at a higher level of abstraction.
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Figure 37. Distributed system without visualization.

Figure 38. Distributed system with visualization.
If inter-process communication triggers a method invocation in another system, as
is often the case, then the display indirectly shows this communication. Monitoring of
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inter-process communication is difficult to control due to the program execution speeds
available, that is either full speed execution or manual stepping. If the debugger could
step automatically, at user-defined speeds then inter-process communication would be far
easier to monitor.
6.4

Analysis of Results
It is a trivial process to show the improvement in space efficiency provided by the

techniques in this research. The theoretical results demonstrate at least a 300% (75/24)
improvement in the number of instances, the large system achieved a 650% (13/2)
improvement and the distributed system achieved a 286% (20/7) improvement. This
clearly demonstrates that the focus + context techniques provide significant improvement
in space efficiency over standard UML layouts for a class or instance diagram. As
expected, the results from actual systems at least match the theoretical results due to the
large size of “real” classes. The distributed system did not exceed the theoretical
prediction due to the low number of classes and the small length of chains within the
graph. As such, there was only a small reduction in the average size of each displayed
node.
A revised layout algorithm is introduced which offers space efficiency
improvements of 163% (13/8) for the large system. There is a reduction in preservation
of user context as the leaf nodes placed vertically next to the large nodes are no longer in
the same relative position. However, usage suggests the reduction in context is less
significant than the improvement in space efficiency
One can analyze the results further using the program visualization criteria
described in section 2.4.1.2 – scope, abstraction, specification method, interface,
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presentation, fidelity and invasiveness. The current implementation limits the scope of
the visualization techniques to that provided with the UML class diagram along with
source code. The system does not yet allow presentation of watch values on the class
diagram display. The use can identify program structure while monitoring the flow of
control as the program executes. Similarly, abstraction is primarily achieved through the
visual representations supported by UML. One can view the application at different
levels of detail that include overall system structure, classes and relationships, methods
and attributes, and source code. The JVM provides specification methods that require
little or no input from the user. In a distributed environment, the user will have to specify
the Internet address of the application and source code. No changes are required to any of
the application code, thus the only way these techniques might alter the behavior of the
application is through the consumption of resources on the computer, CPU and memory,
required for the second JVM. The user can reduce the effects of this problem by running
the debugger program on a separate platform to the debuggee application.
The UML implementation in ArgoUML defines the user interface and presentation
semantics. The system modifies the presentation to make it more efficient using focus +
context while the semantics are preserved.
The resource requirements of the debugger system are initially quite high.
However, once initial processing is complete the requirements reduce significantly
allowing for consecutive debugging of large and distributed programs on networked PCs.
The system appears to be able to debug larger systems based on the resource
requirements for the tested systems.
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6.5

Summary
This chapter reviews the experimental procedures used for obtaining results to

support the research hypothesis. It discusses the environment and basic setup for three
experiment types to analyze the three main components of the prototype: visual
modifications, large system analysis and distributed system analysis.
The results are analyzed using resource requirements and visual effectiveness. The
system provides an improvement of 650% for large systems and 286% for distributed
systems exceeding the theoretical prediction of a 300% improvement. A modified layout
algorithm is devised to achieve improved space efficiency and a small reduction in user
context. In addition, the system is analyzed based on program visualization evaluation
techniques developed by Roman and Cox and Price et al. This evaluation suggests the
techniques used are promising with one of the main benefits being the ability to view the
system at multiple levels of detail.
The system aids debugging for the user by increasing space efficiency. This
increase provides a greater understanding of the relationship between “interesting”
classes in the diagram and the remainder of the system. This improvement also applies to
distributed systems. The user is able to see interactions between the various components
in the system with reduced scrolling.
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7
7.1

Conclusions and Recommendations

Introduction
This chapter reviews the problem definition for this research. It revisits the

requirements along with the methodology used to test the developed hypothesis. Finally,
the researcher suggests future developments for this topic.
7.2

Research Review
This section reviews the need for this research, methodology and its success at

meeting the research goals.
7.2.1

Background
The JBI is a large distributed environment linking many types of applications and

databases to users over a variety of protocols. Debugging the JBI or any distributed
system requires both knowledge of the overall system structure and detailed knowledge
of relevant aspects of the debuggee system to determine the exact cause of any problems.
For large systems, this becomes difficult. For distributed systems such as the JBI, the
complexity of the problem increases even further.
A variety of debugging systems are available to deal with distributed systems,
however, few are capable of dealing with all of the required operating systems with a
low-intrusion data extraction process. Existing systems often force users to debug a
program by examining lines of code.
This research hypothesizes that appropriate visualization methodologies reduce the
complexity involved in the debugging process by offloading the user’s mental model of
the program structure and interaction to the display. Specifically, this research provides
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UML instances diagrams presenting the detected system. This research considers UML
instances diagrams to be appropriate for this purpose as software engineers commonly
use similar class diagrams for system design. Thus, they do not require additional
knowledge and the framework is considered suitable by those in the field. The class
diagram is reverse-engineered from data extracted with JPDA from each JVM. Extraction
of the model using the JPDA ensures that there is no effect on the debuggee program at
compile-time and minimal effect at run-time. The user can reduce the effect on debuggee
system performance by running the debugger on a different machine than the debuggee
programs.
Even with moderately sized systems, the UML instances diagram may take up
many pages. This research introduces a focus + context system that aims to provide detail
for those objects which are considered interesting to the user while maintaining access to
the overall context in which the detail exists. This allows the overall system structure to
be displayed in a much smaller area while still preserving UML notation. The
visualization system uses selective filtering and selective aggregation for inheritance and
aggregation relationships. The system’s space efficiency improves with a modified
layered graph layout algorithm.
7.2.2

Research Impact
The effectiveness of the developed methodology is tested by implementing the

features in a modified version of ArgoUML. The presentation of UML class and instance
diagrams with the focus + context system provides a vast improvement in the number of
classes that can be displayed in specified area (up to 650%) while preserving the
requirements of UML notation. The improvement in space efficiency allows the user to
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debug large systems more easily based on their improved knowledge of system structure
while maintaining their access to detail information.
The research applies the debugger to a moderately sized research system. Standard
debug functionality such as breakpoint setting and various forms of stepping are
available. The debugger prototype enables display of system structure along with control
flow. The focus + context system displays much more of the system representation on the
screen than is otherwise possible.
The debugger is also applied to a small-scale distributed research system. The user
can monitor all parts of the system and control each independently with the debugger
controls. The display simultaneously shows the control flow of each process providing a
basic framework for distributed debugging.
Although this research did not use the prototype to detect errors in either system,
evidence suggests that the devised methodology is an improvement over traditional
debugging systems. Further tools are required to enhance the prototype for synchronized
debugging of distributed systems.
The visual and debugger objectives systems are considered throughout the design
and implementation processes. All defined objectives have been met.
7.3

Future Developments
Throughout the development process, a number of refinements to the methodology

have been identified which would further enhance distributed debugging. This section
discusses some of these refinements.
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Evidence suggests the focus + context system is effective at providing detail when
it is most likely to be required. The transformations in this process can be improved, in
particular:
•

Varied LODs based on user testing of the relative importance of each type
of information displayed in UML class diagrams;

•

Display of watch data with the model;

•

More effective representations for large numbers of instances of a class;

•

Decaying effect of user activity with time; and

•

Selective aggregation applied to packages using clustered graphing
techniques [EAD00]. This would allow the system to hide the contents of
entire systems if the details are unimportant.

Use of the system suggests that additional debugging controls would be of benefit.
These include intelligent stepping as is available with Borland JBuilder and a more easily
accessible watch specification and monitoring system [BOR]. The intelligent stepping
system jumps over methods in Sun and Java libraries to the code the user is most likely
trying to reach. In addition, the ability to control the speed of execution would be
advantageous. The user could specify the execution rate with controls similar to a video
recorder allowing them to quickly step through less interesting stages of execution and
slow the execution for those that are important. This would be particularly useful if a
suitable location for a breakpoint cannot be determined due to inadequate knowledge of
system execution flow.
With distributed debugging, it is important to have knowledge of network
performance. This would allow the user to determine quickly if communication links or
machines are not operating correctly. Ideally, the display would combine the class
diagram with a deployment diagram.
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Finally, support for multiple threads within a virtual machine is highly desirable.
This capability is not currently present but is essential as many programs, in particular
GUI based systems, operate with several threads of control. The ability for the user to
monitor all of them is required for effective debugging of any such program.
7.4

Summary
Distributed and large software systems, including the JBI, are difficult to debug.

This research attempts to make this process easier and less time consuming for the user
by introducing a variety of visualization techniques into the debugging process. The
debugger monitors the debuggee program through the JPDA framework and reverse
engineering provides the user with a UML class diagram. The user is able to use standard
debugging controls with the debuggee program. The debugger highlights the current
method and class of execution on the class diagram allowing the user to track control
flow. With large systems, the UML class diagram may itself be too large to use
efficiently.
Focus + context techniques enable views of large quantities of information, in this
case UML class diagrams.

This research applies a fisheye lens with filtering and

selective aggregation, to class diagrams. The debugger maintains the symbology and
semantics of UML while increasing space efficiency. These visualization techniques
improve access to the information, thereby enabling the user to take in more information
in the same amount of time. To improve user understanding of the underlying software
system, access is provided to both high-level structural information and detail.
Furthermore, a graph layout algorithm is provided that organizes software components to
emphasize hierarchical relationships while improving space efficiency.
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These visualization techniques combine to provide a more effective means of
visually debugging large and distributed systems. The user maintains access to detailed
information and overview of the system while tracking execution. This aids the user in
understanding program operation and allows more effective debugging with the standard
debugger controls.
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